

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
Here, with this mission statement, I am giving brief insight about my scholarly foundation
and the motivation behind why I chose your nation for additional investigation. I am from
India and I wish to apply for Msc management with PDP Program at your University. I am
additionally an extremely goal‐oriented individual. Since my school days, I have been a
brilliant and shrewd understudy in the executives’ subject. I have finished SSC and HSC
from Gujarat Secondary and Higher Secondary Education Board in the time of 2012 and
2014 separately. From that point forward, I have finished a Bachelor of Business
Administration with top notch in the time of 2017. After that I went to your country UK on
Religious visa from 2017 to 2019. Being B.B.A. Graduate it is extremely simple for me to
comprehend these course modules. I additionally intrigued by the administration field
and I have chosen to make my vocation in the administration field.
As a worldwide understudy from another nation, one of the most significant things to
know before heading off to any nation is the thing that their social and social standards
are. The goal which I have chosen is the United Kingdom. The UK is known for its business
patterns. Consistently new organizations are formed investigating the requirements of
individuals. While reviewing I came to realize that the UK is appraised for its instruction
which implies they give quality inbuilt training to all the understudies who came to live
and concentrate over yonder from various territories. I am an extremely cool individual
who wants to visit new places. Being an abroad understudy, I would prefer not to botch a
chance to concentrate from the United Kingdom.
BPP University is tenacious of purposes, reflecting with excellence and self‐practice. It
provides training and knowledge for students to develop ability and integrity. The
programmes are also designed to be result‐oriented. This university allows students to be
independent‐thinkers and supports diverse ideologies. BPP University has always been
keen to maintain the quality of the courses. It keeps in account the requirements of the
industries from employees and provides knowledge through the course structures
accordingly. It also student support services where students can take experts’ advice,
study content and engage in discussions, collaborations. Thus, studying in this University
will give me a great learning experience within a supportive environment.




I found that choosing the University for my Master's Program was somewhat a
troublesome errand. I ran over numerous reasonable universities for my further
investigations of Msc Management with PDP. In any case, I have chosen the BPP
University, which is the most far reaching and presumed University of all and pulls in
various global understudies and permits understudies to comprehend the course better. It
will also give me the opportunity to have hands‐on learning and develop professional
skills with its PDP module. The other modules will be taught with the perspectives of
Financial Decision Making, Strategy, Leading Business Organizations, Fundamentals of
Project Management, Knowledge Management and Information System. Thus, studying
this course will provide me the skills needed to streamline projects in diverse industries.
On completion of this programme, many opportunities in diverse sectors will open in
industries and I have picked to seek after MSc management with PDP for my higher
investigations so as to accomplish my objectives to work at more significant roles like
Business Analyst, Business development manager or International Business manager in
companies like TATA's, SIEMENS, LINDE and numerous others, to which I am anticipating
work in my nation of origin.
I want to be allowed the chance to finish my investigations abroad under your university.
Much obliged to you for checking on my application.
Sincerely,
Your Name



